Abstract-The problem of controlling complex networks is of interest to disciplines ranging from biology to swarm robotics. However, controllability can be too strict a condition, failing to capture a range of desirable behaviors. Herdability, which describes the ability to drive a system to a specific set in the state space, was recently introduced as an alternative network control notion. This paper considers the application of herdability to the study of complex networks under the assumption that a positive system evolves on the network. The herdability of a class of networked systems is investigated and two problems related to ensuring system herdability are explored. The first is the input addition problem, which investigates which nodes in a network should receive inputs to ensure that the system is herdable. The second is a related problem of selecting the best single node from which to herd the network, in the case that a single node is guaranteed to make the system is herdable. In order to select the best herding node, a novel control energy based herdability centrality measure is introduced.
I. I
Controlling complex networks has long been of interest to the controls community [1] and has recently received considerable attention from the complex networks community [2] . Complete controllability is often used to describe the ability of a complex network to be controlled, however many systems do not require complete controllability for desired system behavior to be achieved. This paper considers instead an alternative notion known as herdability, which describes systems which are not completely controllable but for which a class of desirable behaviors are still possible [3] . This paper considers how to apply input to a complex network to ensure that a system is herdable. Herdability is particularly applicable to understanding the behavior of complex networks. A system is completely herdable if all the elements of the state can be brought above a threshold by the application of a control input. Thresholds capture an important class of behavior in biological and social systems, in which a system reaches a tipping point and as a result the behavior of a system may change dramatically. Examples of behavior driven by thresholds include quorum sensing in bacteria [4] and collective social action [5] , [6] .
Selecting nodes to ensure a system is herdable is an example of an input addition problem [7] . Input addition problems have been previously considered in the case of controllability of complex networks. In multi-agent systems, *This work was supported by funding from King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST).
1 S.F. Ruf this problem is referred to as the leader selection problem [8] , [9] , which determines the controllability of a system following consensus dynamics based on a given selection of leader nodes. More broadly, the input addition problem has been considered when seeking to ensure system controllability of a system which does not necessarily follow consensus dynamics [7] , [10] - [13] . The input addition problem has also been considered for the case of a structured system [14] by applying the notion of structural controllability [15] . In the case of structured systems, it has been shown that input selection can be done efficiently [10] , [12] . In the case of known dynamics, finding the minimum number of state nodes to apply input to was shown to be NP-Hard [11] . A similar problem, that of selecting nodes to ensure reachability to a specific end point or subspace, was also found to be NP-hard [16] . In contrast to these results, this paper shows that in the case of a known, positive system it is possible to determine in linear time which nodes to apply input to in order to ensure the system is herdable.
The second problem considered in this paper, that of characterizing nodes based on control energy has been also considered in the context of controllability. Selecting leader nodes while taking into account worst case control energy was considered in [17] . A number of control energy centralities were introduced in [18] , some of which were extended to include considerations of robustness to noise in [19] . This paper also considers control energy; however herdability is a less stringent condition than controllability, which allows a broader array of networks to be made herdable from one node and a more comprehensive comparison to be made.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II the basic definitions of herdable systems are introduced. Section III considers the problem of selecting nodes to ensure system herdability. In Section IV, a novel centrality measure is introduced to compare nodes in a herdable network. The paper concludes in Section V.
II. H S
A networked system can be described by its graph structure and the dynamics that act over the graph structure. Consider a graph G = (V, E), where E is the directed edge set and V = V x ∪V u , where V x is the set of state nodes and V u is the set of control nodes, which together satisfy V x ∩ V u = ∅. Let V u = m and V x = n, where · denotes cardinality. Each state node v i ∈ V x has an associated scalar state x i and each control node µ i ∈ V u has a scalar input u i . The interaction dynamics of the system are assumed to be linear:
T . The structure of the system matrices (A, B) of the linear system are derived from the underlying graph G. In general a non-zero element of A, a ij , corresponds to an edge from state node v j ∈ V x to state node v i ∈ V x . Similarly a non-zero element of B, b ij , corresponds to an edge from input node u j ∈ V u to state node x i ∈ V x .
Herdability considers the general problem of going from any initial point in the state space, x(0), to a terminal set. Specifically, the terminal set, H d , is a shifted positive orthant, defined as
The following definition characterizes the complete herdability of a system.
Definition 1.
A system is completely herdable if ∀x(0) ∈ R n and ∀d ≥ 0 there exists a finite time T and an input
This paper makes the assumption that the dynamics evolving over the network correspond to consensus dynamics, which are an example of a positive system.
The study of positive systems covers a large range of complex networks, including subject areas ranging from epidemic spread and, more generally, compartmental systems in biology to consensus in opinion dynamics and robotics [20] . As shown in [3] , the herdability of a positive system can be characterized based on its underlying graph structure. This paper considers the implication of the above Theorem for the application of herdability to a positive system. Note that a system is positive if the weights between nodes in a network are positive. As most complex network representations are either unweighted or have positive weights, it is reasonable to assume that the underlying dynamic is positive.
For a given linear system, the input connectability of the system can be checked by verifying that a directed spanning forest rooted at the control inputs covers all state nodes. Generating a directed spanning tree rooted at a node can be done in linear time via breadth-first or depth-first search [21] , allowing system herdability to be checked efficiently.
Let us consider in greater depth how herdability differs from controllability, specifically with regard to symmetry with respect to an input. The two major lines of work on the controllability of networks, that of structural controllability and consensus dynamics over networks, have identified symmetry with respect to a control input as an sufficient condition for the loss of controllability of a system [8] , [15] .
Symmetric nodes must be controlled together, which violates the condition of complete controllability. As herdability looks only at driving the state to be larger than some threshold, the herdability condition is satisfied even when the symmetric nodes are controlled to the same point. An illustrative case of symmetric systems is the star graph, shown in Fig. 1 . The fact that symmetry degrades controllability explains why past analysis of controllability of complex Controllability Herdability Fig. 1 : Controllability analysis will select 3 nodes in order to ensure controllability of the system. Herdability (under the assumption of a positive system) can select any node, including the middle node, as symmetry does not degrade the ability to herd the network.
networks has found that driver node selection avoids hubs [10] .
III. S H N
The previous section considered the herdability of a given positive, linear system. It is often the case when interacting with networked systems that instead of being given an existing set of interconnections with input nodes, the problem is one of selecting the state nodes with which to interact to ensure the system is herdable, i.e. to design the B matrix of the linear system. To this end, this section considers the input selection problem: how to select a minimal subset, H, consisting of N H state nodes that ensures herdability of the system, where each element of H is called a herding node. Note that based on the desired terminal set, once H is identified, system herdability can be ensured with a B ∈ R n which is 1 at position i if i ∈ H and 0 else.
Consider now the problem of making a given system herdable by adding input to make a network input connectable. The solution to this problem will be called a Herding Cover. In order to generate a herding cover, the system must first be decomposed into strongly connected components (SCCs). This can be achieved in linear time by Kosaraju's algorithm [21] . Once the strongly connected components are identified, a graph condensation is performed which generates a directed acyclic representation of the graph G, represented as G a = (V a , E a ). Each element of V a represents a strongly connected component of G and an edge is in E a if there is a link in E between any nodes in the respective SCCs [22] . Let N r be the number of roots of this acyclic representation.
Theorem 2. It holds that
As such, N H can be determined in linear time.
Proof. Consider the acyclic representation of the system graph. Each root node of this graph represents a SCC of the graph that has no in-bound edges from other SCCs. By applying input to one node from each such SCC, then by the definition of strong connectivity the entire SCC is herdable as well as all nodes downstream from the given SCC. As input is applied to all roots, the entire system is herdable.
This spanning forest representation can be computed in linear time with respect to the original network size. The roots of this forest representation can found in linear time, by checking each node in N a to find the node with zero in-degree.
Corollary 1. If the graph is undirected or consists of disjoint strongly connected components, then
where N w is the number of weakly connected components.
Corollary 2.
If the directed graph G is strongly connected, then any one node set forms the root of a Herding Cover. Table I shows results for analysis of the fraction of herding nodes, n H , compared with the fraction of driver nodes, n c , from the controllability analysis of [10] . Across all considered networks n H ≤ n c . In 15 of the 24 networks, herdability requires communication with fewer nodes than controlling the network as n H < n c . There are some networks, such as the Western US Power Grid, where n H << n c . These networks consist of a single SCC, which can be made herdable with one herding node as shown in Corollary 2.
IV. H C If the system is herdable from any one node, a secondary issue arises of selecting which one node to use as the herding node. To select between nodes in a SCC, a new herdability centrality measure is proposed which takes into account the energy required to drive the system into the set H d . While many networks are not necessarily strongly connected, as mentioned previously any directed graph can be broken down into a non-overlapping set of SCCs in linear time; allowing each SCC to be considered individually to determine the herdability centrality. Consider the problem of entering H d from the origin with minimal control energy:
where the minimum energy, J, is parameterized by the structure of the interaction with the control inputs, given in the matrix B, and by d > 0 which is assumed to be fixed. The formulation in Eq. (1) can be contrasted with the minimum energy optimal control problem as typically studied, i.e. in the context of completely controllable systems. Specifically the desired end position of the system is typically a desired final point x f instead of the set H. In general, for systems that are not completely controllable, there is no guarantee that a desired x f or even H can be reached. However if the system is herdable, then by definition the reachable subspace from 0 n , R(0) intersects the set H d . 
Lemma 1. If the system is herdable, then the minimum energy to reach
Proof. If the network is herdable then ∃x f ∈ H d ∩R(0). This reachable x f allows the use of a number of properties of the controllability grammian. To reach ∀x f ∈ R(0)∩H d requires an input u(t) that satisfies With the analytical expression for the minimum energy to reach x f , it is possible to reframe Eq. (1) as the problem of choosing the optimal x f in the set H d ∩ R(0):
Here the problem can once again be simplified further based on properties of the controllability grammian. As W c is a symmetric, real matrix, the eigenvectors of W c are mutually orthogonal and the eigenvectors with non-zero eigenvalues span the range of W c [40] . When rank(W c ) = r ≤ n there are r eigenvectors {v 1 , . . . , v r } associated with the r nonzero eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . , λ r which form an orthonormal basis for range(W c ). Therefore as x f ∈ range(W c )
Using that v i are orthonormal and also eigenvectors of W + c with associated eigenvalues 1 λi , substituting in Eq. (2) gives
where
The problem in Eq. (3) can be more efficiently solved than that in Eq. (1), allowing larger networks to be analyzed. 
A. Calculating Herdability Centrality
With a simplified version of the minimum energy optimal control problem in hand, it is possible to move on to calculating herdability centrality. Each state node of the herdable system is considered in turn as the sole input node allowing the calculation of J i = J(e i , d), where e i ∈ R n is 1 at position i and 0 elsewhere, and d > 0 is fixed. The quantity J i is the minimum energy to reach H using only node i as control input. In order to compare the minimum energy across nodes, the herdability centrality for node i, Hc i , is defined as
Herdability centrality is normalized to be between 0 and 1. As reaching H with minimum energy is the chosen metric when interacting with these networks, the node(s) with minimum energy to reach H across all nodes will have the highest herdability centrality.
For the purpose of calculating herdability centrality of existing complex networks, the largest SCC of each considered network is used as the underlying interaction topology. The dynamics are assumed to be a modification of consensus dynamics, related to the opinion dynamic model of Taylor, which captures the effect of an external source of information on the opinion of an agent [41] . When node i is the sole herding node, the consensus dynamics are as follows:
where N i is the set of nodes with edges entering node i. In order to improve efficiency of the calculation, the final time is taken to be t f = ∞ as the infinite horizon controllability grammian can be solved for efficiently, if A is stable, as the solution to the continuous time Lyapunov equation AW c +W c A+BB T = 0. Note that while consensus does not normally provide a stable A, the model above does.
As mentioned previously, herdability allows hubs to be selected to herd complex systems, though it is not known a priori that hubs will indeed be selected. Fig. 2(a) shows that the center node of the hub has the highest herdability centrality, and therefore requires the least energy to reach H d . Fig. 2(b) shows that the introduced herdability centrality tends to select nodes that have higher than average degree, i.e. that herdability centrality tends to select hubs.
B. Comparison to Other Centrality Measures
Given that herdability centrality tends to select high degree nodes, the question becomes whether it is possible to forgo the computationally expensive herdability centrality calculation in favor of an inexpensive graph structure based calculation. Table II introduces a number of centrality measures which will be compared against herdability centrality. Fig. 3 shows that while high herdability centrality nodes tend to have high degree, the highest in-degree node does not Name Description In-Degree Centrality
The number of in-bound edges Eccentricity
The maximum distance from the node to any other node Closeness Centrality
The sum of the reciprocal of the distance to each other nodes Betweenness Centrality
The number of shortest paths that pass through the node divided by the total number of shortest paths between two nodes Eigenvalue Centrality
For node i, the ith component of the dominant eigenvector of the Adjacency Matrix Katz Centrality [42] The weighted sum of all paths, where a path of length d receives a weight of α d , α > 0. necessarily have high herdability centrality. This holds for all centrality measures considered. In 8 of the 19 networks considered the traditional centrality measures overlap with the highest herdability centrality nodes. However, there is no single centrality measure which can be used reliably to select the minimum energy herding node. The overlap between herdability centrality and existing measures tends to occur in undirected networks. As control energy is related to the symmetry structure of the network [9] , it may be that, in undirected networks, the existing centrality measures provide information about the symmetry structure. Examining the directed networks shows that size of the network seems to have no impact on overlap. For example, in the Fifth Grade Friendship network, N = 22, all considered centrality measures select a node with low herdability centrality.
V. C
This paper considers the application of the notion of herdability to the control of complex, positive networks. Input selection for these networks was shown to be possible in linear time. A novel centrality measure was introduced, which tends to select hubs to drive a system with minimum energy to a desired terminal set, even though hubs are not selected when considering the controllability of the system. It is shown that many centrality measures are not suitable for selecting herding nodes, especially in directed networks. The notion of herdability examines more explicitly the existing assumptions about interacting with complex networks and in doing so helps bring new insight into the control theoretic characterization of complex networks.
